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We present cosmological perturbations of kinetic components based on relativistic Boltzmann equa-
tions in the context of generalized gravity theories. Our general theory considers an arbitrary
number of scalar elds generally coupled with the gravity, an arbitrary number of mutually inter-
acting hydrodynamic fluids, and components described by the relativistic Boltzmann equations like
massive/massless collisionless particles and the photon. The model includes the general background
spatial curvature and the cosmological constant. We consider three dierent types of perturbations,
and all the scalar-type perturbation equations are arranged in a gauge-ready form so that one can
implement easily the convenient gauge conditions depending on the situation. In the numerical
calculation of the Boltzmann equations we found two new gauge conditions (the uniform-expansion
gauge and the uniform-curvature gauge) which show better behavior than the previously employed
gauge conditions in the literature. In particular, we found that the uniform-expansion gauge condi-
tion is potentially very important in numerically handling the CMBR temperature and polarization
power spectra eciently. By comparing solutions solved separately in dierent gauge conditions we
can naturally check the numerical accuracy.
PACS numbers: 98.80.Cq, 98.80.Hw, 98.70.Vc, 04.62+v
I. INTRODUCTION
The relativistic cosmological perturbation plays a fun-
damental role in the modern theory of large-scale cosmic
structure formation based on the gravitational instability.
Due to the extremely low level anisotropies of the cosmic
microwave background radiation (CMBR), the cosmolog-
ical dynamics of the structures in the large-scale and in
the early universe are generally believed to be operated
as small deviations from the homogeneous and isotropic
background world model. The relativisitic cosmologi-
cal perturbation analysis works as the basic framework
in handling such cosmological structure formation pro-
cesses. Recent observations of the CMBR anisotropies
in the small-angular scale by Boomerang and Maxima-1
experiments [1,2], for example, conrm dramatically the
validity of the basic assumptions used in the cosmologi-
cal perturbation theory, i.e., the linearity of the relevant
cosmic structures.
Soon after the discovery of the CMBR by Penzias
and Wilson in 1965 [3], Sachs and Wolfe in 1967 [4]
pointed out that the CMBR should show the temperature
anisotropy caused by photons traveling in the perturbed
metric which is associated with the large-scale structure
formation processes based on the gravitational instabil-
ity. The detailed dynamics at last scattering is not im-
portant in the large angular scale which can be handled
using the null geodesic equations. Whereas, the physical
processes of last scattering including the recombination
process are important in the small angular scale where we
need to solve the Boltzmann equations for the photon dis-
tribution function [5]. When we handle the evolutions of
the collisionless particles, like the massive/massless neu-
trinos or the collisionless dark matters, we need the cor-
responding Boltzmann equations as well.
The relativistic gravity theory, including Einstein’s
general theory of relativity as a case, is a non-Abelian
gauge theory of a special type. The original perturbation
analysis was made by Lifshitz in 1946 based on Einstein
gravity with the hydrodynamic fluid [6]. In handling the
gauge degrees of freedom arising in the perturbation anal-
yses in the relativistic gravity, Lifshitz started by choos-
ing the synchronous gauge condition and properly sorted
out the remaining gauge degrees of freedom incompletely
xed by his gauge condition. Other approaches based
on other (more suitable) gauge conditions were taken
by Harrison using the zero-shear gauge in 1967 [7] and
by Nariai using the comoving gauge in 1969 [8]. Each
of these two gauge conditions completely removes the
gauge degrees of freedom. Now, we know that the zero-
shear gauge is suitable for handling the gravitational po-
tential perturbation and the velocity perturbation, and
the comoving gauge is suitable for handling the density
perturbation. Since each of these two gauge conditions
completely xes the gauge transformation properties, all
the variables in the gauge condition are the same as the
gauge-invariant ones: that is, each variable uniquely cor-
responds to a gauge-invariant combination of the variable
concerned and the variable used in the gauge condition.
The gauge-invariant combinations were explicitly in-
troduced by Bardeen in 1980 [9]. This became a semi-
nal work due to a timely introduction of the early infla-
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tion scenario [10] which provides a casual mechanism for
explaining the generation and evolution of the observed
large-scale cosmic structures; see also Lukash 1980 [11]
for a parallelly important contribution. We believe, how-
ever, a practically more important suggestion concerning
the gauge issue was made by Bardeen in 1988 [12], and
it was elaborated in [13]. In the gauge theory it is well
known that proper choice of the gauge condition is of-
ten necessary for proper handling of the problem. Either
by xing certain gauge conditions or by choosing cer-
tain gauge-invariant combinations in the early calculation
stage we are likely to lose possible advantages available in
the other gauge conditions. According to Bardeen \the
moral is that one should work in the gauge that is math-
ematically most convenient for the problem at hand". In
order to use the various gauge conditions as advantages
in handling cosmological perturbations we have proposed
a gauge-ready method which allows the flexible use of
the various fundamental gauge conditions. In this paper
we will elaborate further the gauge-ready approach for
more general situations of the generalized gravity theo-
ries including components described by the relativistic
Boltzmann equations.
Our formulation is made based on the gauge-ready ap-
proach; using this approach our new formulation of the
cosmological perturbation is more flexible and adaptable
in practical applications compared with previous works.
Also, the formulation is made for a Lagrangian which is
very general, thus includes most of the practically inter-
esting generalized versions of gravity theories considered
in the literature. We pay particular attention to make the
contribution of the kinetic components in the context of
the generalized gravity theories. As one important appli-
cation of our gauge-ready approach made in this paper,
we will show that the uniform-expansion gauge and the
uniform-curvature gauge can handle the numerical inte-
gration of Boltzmann equations for CMBR anisotropies
quite successfully compared with the other gauge condi-
tions used in the literature. These two gauge conditions
have not been employed in the study of the CMBR power
spectra previously. Particularly, we would like to empha-
size the potential importance of the uniform-expansion
gauge in numerically handling the CMBR temperature
and polarization anisotropies eciently. We will also
show that by comparing solutions solved separately in
dierent gauge conditions we can naturally check the nu-
merical accuracy.
In xII we present the classical formulation of the cos-
mological perturbations of elds and fluids in the con-
text of generalized gravity in a unied manner; i.e., di-
verse gravity theories are handled in a unied form. The
formulation is based on the gauge-ready strategy which
is explained thoroughly in xII E. In xIII we present the
gauge-ready formulation of the kinetic components based
on the relativistic Boltzmann equations in the context of
generalized gravity again in unied manner; i.e., we han-
dle the massive/massless collisionless particles and the
photon with Thomson scattering simultaneously, and all
three-types of perturbations are handled in a single set
of equations. In xIV we extend the formulation to in-
clude the photon with polarizations, and implement the
numerical calculation of the CMBR temperature and po-
larization anisotropy power spectra. Our present code is
based on Einstein gravity including the baryon, CDM,
photon (including polarizations), massless/massive neu-
trinos, the cosmological constant, and the background
curvature, both for the scalar- and tensor-type perturba-
tions. The scalar-type perturbation is implemened using
several gauge conditions where some of them are new.
We explain how to generalize easily the Boltzmann code
in the context of the generalized gravity theories includ-
ing recently popular time varying cosmological constant.
xV is a discussion.
We set c  1.
II. CLASSICAL FORMULATION
A. Generalized gravity theories
We consider a gravity with an arbitrary number of
scalar elds generally coupled with the gravity, and with
an arbitrary number of mutually interacting imperfect
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R is the scalar curvature. I is the I-th component of
N scalar elds with I; J;K; : : : = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; N . g 
det(gab) where a; b; : : : are spacetime indices. The capital
indices I; J;K; : : : indicate the scalar elds, and the sum-
mation convention is used for repeated indices. f(K ; R)
is a general algebraic function of R and the scalar elds
I , and gIJ(K) and V (K) are general algebraic func-
tions of the scalar elds; f(K ; R) and V (K) indicate
f(1; : : : ; N ; R) and V (1; : : : ; N ). We include a non-
linear sigma type kinetic term where the kinetic matrix
gIJ is considered as a Riemannian metric on the manifold
with the coordinates I . The matter part Lagrangian Lm
includes the fluids, the kinetic components, and the in-
teraction with the elds, as well.
Equation (1) contains many interesting gravity the-
ories with scalar elds as subsets. Einstein gravity is
a case of the minimal coupling with the gravity, thus
f = R=(8G); this case still includes the nonlinear sigma
type couplings among elds, and for the minimally cou-
pled scalar elds we have gIJ = IJ . The general cou-
plings of the scalar elds with gravity and the nonlin-
ear sigma type kinetic term generically appear in various
attempts to unify the gravity with other fundamental
forces, like the Kaluza-Klein, the supergravity, the super-
string, and the M-theory programs; these terms also ap-
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pear naturally in the quantization processes of the grav-
ity theory in a way toward the quantum gravity. The
Lagrangian in eq. (1) includes the following generalized
gravity theories as subsets [for simplicity, we consider one
scalar eld with   1 and gIJ = g11()]:
(a) Einstein theory: f = 18GR; g11 = 1,
(b) Brans-Dicke theory: f = 18R; g11 =
!
8 ; V = 0,
(c) Low-energy string theory:
f = e−R; g11 = −e−; V = 0,
(d) Nonminimally coupled scalar eld:
f = ( 18G − 2)R; g11 = 1,
(e) Induced gravity:
f = 2R; g11 = 1; V = 14(
2 − v2)2,
(f) R2 gravity: f = 18G(R +R
2=6M2);  = 0,
(2)
etc. These gravity theories without additional elds and
matters can be considered as the second-order theories.
However, even with a single scalar eld, the f(;R) grav-
ity is generally a fourth-order theory. Although such
gravity theories do not have an immediate interest in the
context of currently considered generalized gravity theo-
ries, one simple example is a case with f = f1()f2(R)
where f2(R) is a nonlinear function of R.
By the conformal transformation eq. (1) can be trans-
formed to Einstein gravity with nonlinear sigma model
type scalar elds, and the transformed theory also be-
longs to the type in eq. (1); see the Appendix A. Au-
thors of [14] considered a less general form of Lagrangian
than in eq. (1) in perturbation analyses; however, since
they used the conformal transformation, they actually
considered Einstein gravity with nonlinear sigma type
couplings.
Variations with respect to gab and I lead to the grav-
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(f − 2V );I + ΓIJKJ;cK;c = −L ;Im  ΓI ;
(4)
T ba;b = Lm;J
J
;a; (5)
where F  @f=@R; gIJ is the inverse metric of
gIJ , ΓIJK  12gIL (gLJ;K + gLK;J − gJK;L), and V;I 
@V=(@I). Equation (5) follows from eqs. (3,4) and the
Bianchi identity. Tab is the energy-momentum tensor of
the matter part dened as (
p−gLm)  12
p−gT abgab.
We have assumed the matter part LagrangianLm also de-
pends on the scalar elds as Lm = Lm(matter; gab; K).
In eq. (4) ΓI term considers the phenomenological cou-
plings among the scalar elds and the matter. In eq.
(3) we introduced an eective energy-momentum tensor
T
(e)
ab ; the matter includes the fluids and the kinetic com-
ponents. Using T (e)ab we can derive the fundamental cos-
mological equations in the generalized gravity without
much algebra: we use the same equations derived in Ein-
stein gravity with the fluid energy-momentum tensor and
reinterprete the fluid quantities as the eective ones.
The matter energy-momentum tensor can be decom-
posed covariantly into the fluid quantities using a normal-
ized (uaua  −1) four-vector ua which is not necessarily
the flow four-vector:
Tab = uaub + phab + qaub + qbua + ab;
  Tabuaub; p  13Tabh
ab; qa  −Tcduchda;
ab  Tcdhcahdb − phab; (6)
where hab  gab + uaub is a projection tensor of the ua
vector, and qaua = 0 = abub, ab = ba, and aa = 0.
The matter energy-momentum tensor can be decomposed





and the energy-momentum conservation gives
T b(i)a;b  Q(i)a;
X
l
Q(l)a = −ΓII;a; (8)
where (i) indicates the i-th component of n matters with
i; j; k; : : : = 1; 2; 3; : : : n. The matters include not only the
general imperfect fluids, but also the contributions from
multiple components of the collisionless particles and the
photon described by the corresponding distribution func-
tions and the Boltzmann equations. These kinetic com-
ponents will be considered in xIII and IV. Q(i)a takes
into account of possible interactions among matters and
elds.
B. Perturbed world model
We consider the most general perturbations in the
FLRW world model. As the metric we take








where a(t) is the cosmic scale factor and dt  ad.
A(x; t), B(x; t), and C(x; t) are generally spacetime
dependent perturbed order variables. B, C, and C
are based on g(3) .
The scalar elds are decomposed into the background
and perturbed parts as
I(x; t) = I(t) + I(x; t); (10)
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and similarly for R and F . In the following, unless nec-
essary, we neglect the overbars which indicate the back-
ground order quantities.
The energy-momentum tensor is decomposed as









  (p+ p) + (3) ; (11)
where v(3) and 
(3)




 is a frame-
independent denition of the velocity (or the flux related)
variable [13]. In the multi-component fluid situation from












In the spatially homogeneous and isotropic background
we can decompose the perturbed variables into three dif-
ferent types, and to the linear order dierent perturba-
tion types decouple from each other and evolve indepen-
dently. We introduce three-space harmonic functions de-
pending on the perturbation types. The harmonic func-
tions based on g(3) are introduced in [9]:




























 γ  −k2Y (t) ; Y (t)  Y (t) ; Y (t)  0  Y (t)j ;
(13)
where a vertical bar j indicates a covariant derivative
based on g(3) ; k is a wave vector in Fourier space with
k = jkj. (s), (v) and (t) indicate the scalar-, vector- and
tensor-type perturbations, respectively.
We decompose the metric perturbation variables A,
B, and C as
A(x; )  (x; )  (k; )Y (s)(k;x);
B  ; +B(v)  Y (s); + b(v)Y (v) ;
C  g(3)’+ γ;j + C(v)(j) + C(t)
 g(3)’Y (s) + γY (s);j + c(v)Y (v)(j) + c(t)Y (t) :
(14)
Since we are considering the linear perturbations the
same forms of equations will be valid in the conguration
and the Fourier spaces. Thus, without causing any con-
fusion, we often ignore distinguishing the Fourier space
from the conguration space by an additional subindex.
Also, since each Fourier mode evolves independently to
the linear order, without causing any confusion we ig-
nore the convolution symbol indicating the Fourier ex-
pansion. The perturbed order variables (x; t), (x; t),
’(x; t), and γ(x; t) are the scalar-type metric perturba-
tions. B(v) (x; t) and C
(v)
 (x; t) are transverse (B
(v)
j =
0 = C(v)j) vector-type perturbations corresponding to
the rotational perturbation. C(t)(x; t) is a transverse-
tracefree (C(t) = 0 = C
(t)
j) tensor-type perturba-
tion corresponding to the gravitational wave. Thus, we
have four degrees of freedom for the scalar-type, four de-
grees of freedom for the vector-type, and two degrees
of freedom for the tensor-type perturbations. Two de-
grees of freedom for the tensor-type perturbation indi-
cate the graviational wave. Whereas, two out of four
degrees of freedoms, each for the scalar-type and vector-
type perturbations, are aected by coordinate transfor-
mations which connect the physical perturbed spacetime
with the ctitious background spacetime. This is often
called the gauge eect and a way of using it as advan-
tages in handling problems will be described in xII E. It
is convenient to introduce the following combinations of
the metric variables:
  a ( + a _γ) ;   3 (H− _’)− 
a2
;
Ψ(v)  b(v) + a _c(v); (15)
where an overdot indicates a time derivative based on
t, and H  _a=a. Later we will see that these combina-
tions are spatially gauge-invariant. The perturbed met-
ric variables have clear meaning based on the kinematic
quantities of the normal-frame four-vector, see below eq.
(33).
The perturbed scalar elds I in eq. (10) only couple
with the scalar-type perturbations, and are expanded as
I(x; t) = I(k; t)Y (s)(x;k); (16)
and are similarly expanded for R and F as well. For
the scalar-type perturbation we often ignore writing Y (s);
thus, I = IY (s), etc.
Now, we consider perturbations in the fluid quantities.
We decompose v(3) and 
(3)
 into three-types of pertur-
bations as
v(3)  v(s)Y (s) + v(v)Y (v) ;
(3)  (s)Y (s) + (v)Y (v) + (t)Y (t): (17)
The energy-momentum tensor in eq. (11) becomes
T 00 = − ( + ) ;
T 0 = −
1
k
(+ p) v(s); + (+ p) v
(v)Y (v) ;
4






















and similarly for p, p, ( + p)v(s;v), and (s;v;t); com-
pared with our previous notation in [13] we have (s) =
(k2=a2). We often write v  v(s).
The interaction terms among fluids introduced in eq.
(8) are decomposed as:
Q(i)0  −a
 Q(i)(1 +A) + Q(i) ;
Q(i)  J (s)(i) Y (s); + J (v)(i) Y (v) : (20)
From eq. (8) we have
X
l















(l) = 0: (21)
Thus, RHS of eq. (8) contributes only to the scalar-type
perturbation.
D. Background equations
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2F
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where , p and Q(i) follow eqs. (19,21). Equations
(22,23) follow from G00 and G

−3G00 components of Ein-
stein equations, respectively, Equation (25) follows from
eq. (4). Equation (26) follows from eq. (8). By adding
eq. (26) over components we have
_+ 3H(+ p) = ΓI _I : (27)
By setting F = 1=(8G) we can recover 8G factor in
Einstein gravity. The gravity theory in eq. (1) includes
the cosmological constant, . The cosmological constant
introduced in eq. (1) as an additional − term can be
simulated using either the scalar eld or the fluid. Using
the scalar eld we let V ! V +=(8G). Using the fluid,
since  contributes Tab = −gab=(8G) to the energy-
momentum tensor, we let  !  + =(8G) and p !
p− =(8G). This causes a change only in eq. (22).
E. Gauge strategy
In the following we explain briefly our gauge-ready
strategy. Due to the general covariance of the relativis-
tic gravity theory we need to take care of the ctitious
degrees of freedom arising in the relativistic perturba-
tion analysis. This freedom appears because the rela-
tivistic gravity is a constrained system: there exist some
constraint equations with only algebraic relations among
variables. In the perturbation analysis this is known as
the gauge degree of freedom. The gauge freedom in the
perturbation analysis arises from dierent ways of den-
ing the correspondence between the perturbed spacetime
and the ctitious background. Similarly as in other gauge
theories, there are some redundant degrees of freedom in
the equations which can be xed without aecting the
physics. Certainly it would be advisable, and is often
essential, to take a proper gauge condition which either
simplies the mathematical analyses or allows an easier
physical interpretation. Usually we do not know the best
gauge condition (which diers depending on each prob-
lem) a priori, but it is desirable (actually often necessary)
to nd out the best one. In this regards, the advantage of
managing the equations in a gauge-ready form was sug-
gested by Bardeen in 1988 [12], and the formulation was
elaborated in [13].
Contrary to many works in the literature which often
refers the gauge freedom causing problems in the theory,
we believe that, as in the other gauge theories, the gauge
freedom can be used as an advantage over solving each
specic problem. Our set of gauge-ready form arrange-
ment of the equations will allow the optimal use of the ad-
vantageous aspect of the gauge degrees of freedom pres-
ence in the theory. To that purpose all the scalar-type
perturbation equations are presented in a uniquely sig-
nicant spatially gauge-invariant form but without xing
the temporal gauge condition. In this way, we can easily
implement the several available temporal gauge condi-
tions depending on the situation, and in this sense, the
set of equations is in a gauge-ready form. The tensor-type
perturbation describing the gravitational wave is gauge-
invariant, and the vector-type perturbation describing
the rotation is presented using the uniquely signicant
gauge-invariant combinations of the variables. The par-
ticular choice of a gauge implies no loss of generality. If
a solution of a variable is known in a specic gauge, the
rest of the variables, even in the other gauges, can be
easily recovered. Therefore, if possible, it would be con-
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venient to start from the gauge condition which allows
an easier manipulation of the equations. However, since
the optimum gauge condition is usually unknown a pri-
ori, often it is convenient to carry out the analyses in
the available pool of various gauge conditions and to nd
out the distinguished gauge condition; such analyses in
the single component situations were carried out in the
fluid [15], in the scalar eld [16], and in the generalized
gravity theories [17]. Our experience tells that dierent
gauge conditions t dierent problems, or even dierent
aspects of a given system. Often, problematic aspects
of the gauge freedom appear if one sticks to a particu-
lar gauge condition from the beginning and if that gauge
condition turns out to be not a suitable choice for the
problem. In the present work we extend the formulation
in [13] to more general situation including kinetic compo-
nents and arrange the equations for the convenient usage
in diverse situations.
In the perturbation analyses we have two metric sys-
tems, one is the physical perturbed model and the other
is the ctitious background model. The gauge de-
grees of freedom arise because we have dierent ways
of corresponding the perturbed spacetime points with
the arbitrary background spacetime points. Since we
are considering the spatially homegeneous and isotropic
background the spatial correspondences (spatial gauge
transformation) can be handled trivially: according to
Bardeen [12] \Since the background 3-space is homo-
geneous and isotropic, the perturbation in all physical
quantities must in fact be gauge invariant under purely
spatial gauge transformations." We will show that only
the variables , γ, b(v), and c(v) depend on the spatial
gauge transformation. But these appear always in the
combinations  and Ψ(v) in eq. (15) which are spatially
gauge-invariant combinations; see eq. (31). These com-
binations are unique in the sense that other combinations
fail to x the spatial gauge degrees of freedom completely.
Thus, using these spatially gauge-invariant combinations
we take care of the eects of spatial gauge transformation
of the scalar- and vector-type perturbations completely;
the corresponding spatial gauge transformation proper-
ties of the kinetic components will be considered below
eq. (73).
Gauge transformation properties of the perturbed cos-
mological spacetime were discussed in [18,9,12,19]. Un-
der the gauge transformation of the form ~xa = xa + a









~gab(xe) = gab(xe)− gab;cc − gbcc;a − gacc;b; (29)
and similarly for T ab . By introducing 
t  a0 (0 = )
and   ; + (v) with (v)j = 0 the perturbed metric
quantities and the collective fluid quantities change as:
~ = − _t; ~’ = ’−Ht; ~ =  − 1
a
t + a _;
~γ = γ − ; ~ = − _t; ~p = p− _pt;










 − (v) ; (30)
and v(v), C(t) , 
(s;v;t) are gauge invariant. Thus, from
eq. (15) we have







~Ψ(v) = Ψ(v); (31)
and these are spatially gauge-invariant. From the scalar
nature of I , R, F , and ΓI we have:
 ~I = I − _It; ~ΓI = ΓI − _ΓIt;
 ~R = R− _Rt;  ~F = F − _Ft: (32)
From eq. (30) we notice that the tensor-type pertur-
bation variables are gauge-invariant. For the vector-type
perturbation we notice that Ψ(v) dened in eq. (15) is a
unique gauge-invariant combination. Thus, using Ψ(v)
the vector-type perturbation becomes gauge-invariant.
For the scalar-type perturbation there exist several fun-
damental gauge conditions based on the metric and the
energy-momentum tensor:
Synchronous gauge:   0,
Comoving gauge: v=k  0,
Zero-shear gauge:   0,
Uniform-curvature gauge: ’  0,
Uniform-expansion gauge:   0,
Uniform-density gauge:   0,
Uniform-pressure gauge: p  0,
Uniform-eld (I) gauge: I  0,
Uniform-R gauge: R  0,
Uniform-F gauge: F  0,
(33)
etc. The names of the gauge conditions using , ’ and 
can be justied: these variables correspond to the shear
and the three-space curvature of the normal frame vec-
tor eld, and the perturbed part of the trace of extrinsic
curvature (equivalently, negative of the expansion scalar
based on the normal frame), respectively. v=k  0 is a
frame-invariant denition of the comoving gauge condi-
tion.
By examining eqs. (30,31,32,33) we notice that, out of
the several gauge conditions in eq. (33), except for the
synchronous gauge condition, each of the gauge condi-
tions xes the temporal gauge mode completely. Thus, a
variable in such a gauge condition uniquely corresponds
to a gauge-invariant combination which combines the
variable concerned and the variable used in the gauge
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condition. Several interesting gauge-invariant combina-
tions are the following:
v  − a
k
_v; ’  ’−H; v  v − k
a
;
’v  ’− aH
k







For example, the gauge-invariant combination I’ is
equivalent to I in the uniform-curvature gauge which
takes ’  0 as the gauge condition, etc. In this way,
we can systematically construct various gauge-invariant
combinations for a given variable. Since we can make sev-
eral gauge-invariant combinations even for a given vari-
able, this way of writing the gauge-invariant combination
will turn out to be convenient practically.
In the multi-component case of fluids there exist some
additional (temporal) gauge conditions available. From
the tensorial property of T(i)ab and using eq. (29) we can
show
~(i) = (i) − _(i)t; ~p(i) = p(i) − _p(i)t;
~v(i) = v(i) − k
a
t; (35)
and v(v)(i) , 
(s;v;t)
(i) are gauge invariant. Thus, the addi-
tional temporal gauge conditions are:
(i)  0; p(i)  0; v(i)=k  0; I  0; (36)
etc. Any one of these gauge conditions also xes the
temporal gauge condition completely. From the vector
nature of Q(i)a and using eq. (8) we have
 ~Q(i) = Q(i) − _Q(i)t; ~J (s)(i) = J (s)(i) +Q(i)t;
~J (v)(i) = J
(v)
(i) : (37)
As mentioned previously, in general we do not know the
suitable gauge condition a priori. The proposal made in
[12,13] is that we write the set of equation without xing
the (temporal) gauge condition and arrange the equa-
tion so that we can implement easily various fundamental
gauge conditions. We call this approach a gauge-ready
method. Any one of the fundamental gauge conditions
in eqs. (33,36) and their suitable linear combinations of
them can turn out to be a useful gauge condition de-
pending on the problem. A particular gauge condition is
suitable for handling a particular aspect of the individ-
ual problem. The gauge transformation properties of the
kinetic components will be considered in xIII; see para-
graphs surrounding eqs. (73,99,106).
F. Scalar-type perturbation
In this section we present a complete set of equations
describing the scalar-type perturbation without xing
the temporal gauge condition, i.e., in the gauge-ready
form.
Denition of :












































































































+ 3p+ 4gIJ _I _J
+
h
2gIJ;K _I _J + (f − 2V );K
i
K









Scalar elds equations of motion:









(2V − f);I ;L + ΓIJK;L _J _K

L
= _I (+ _) +








F ;IR− ΓI : (43)
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Trace equation (Gaa component):















































Energy conservation of the fluid components [from
T b(i)0;b = Q(i)0 and using eq. (38)]:















Momentum conservation of the fluid components (from























By adding properly eqs. (46,47) over all components of
the fluids, and using properties in eqs. (19,21,27), we get
equations for the collective fluid quantities as:




























It is convenient to introduce










Equations (38-49) provide a redundantly complete set
for handling the most general scalar-type perturbation of
the FLRW world model allowed by the Lagrangian in eq.
(1); for example, eq. (44) follows from eqs. (39,42,45).
Equations (48,49) follow from eqs. (46,47). Following the
prescriptions below eq. (27) these equations also include
the cosmological constant; an introduction of  term does
not appear explicitly in our set of equations in the form
eqs. (38-49). Notice that eqs. (46-49), which follow
from fluid energy-momentum conservation in eqs. (6,8),
are not aected formally by the generalized nature of
the gravity we are considering. In xIII and IV we will
see that the presence of kinetic components additionally
introduces the corresponding Boltzmann equations, and
their contributions to the energy-momentum content can
be included as the individual fluid quantity in the above
set of equations.
Equations (38-49) are written in a gauge-ready form.
In handling the actual problem we have a right to impose
one temporal gauge condition according to the mathe-
matical or physical conveniences we can achieve. As long
as we choose a gauge condition which xes the tempo-
ral gauge mode completely, the resulting equations and
the solutions are completely free from the gauge degree
of freedoms and are equivalently gauge-invariant. Some
recommended fundamental gauge conditions are summa-
rized in eqs. (33,36). Equations (38-49) are designed so
that we can easily accomodate any of these gauge condi-
tions.
If we take an ansatz for ΓI term in eq. (4) as
ΓI  DIJJ;aua; (51)
to the perturbed order we have
ΓI + ΓI  DIJ _
J
+DIJ _
J −DIJ _J+ DIJ _J ;
(52)
where we used u0 = 1a (1− ). Such a phenomenological
damping term was considered in [14].
G. Rotation











































Equations (53) follows from G0 component of Einstein
equation, and eq. (54) follows from T b;b = 0. Equation
(55) follows from eq. (8). By adding eq. (55) over all
components we have eq. (54). Notice that eqs. (54,55)
are not aected formally by the generalized nature of
8
gravity theory. In fact, these two equations are derived
from the conservations of the energy-momentum tensors
in eqs. (5,8) without using the gravitational eld equa-
tion. The presence of kinetic components additionally
introduces the corresponding Boltzmann equations, and
contributes to the fluid quantities in the above equations,
see xIII and IV.




















Y (v)jY (v)[j]; (57)
and similarly for !(i). Equations (53-55) show that the
fluid velocities of the rotational perturbation do not ex-
plicitly depend on the generalized nature of the grav-
ity, whereas, only the metric connected with the rotation
mode, Ψ(v), depends on the nature of generalized grav-
ity; Ψ(v) term appear in eqs. (96,103) though. Equations
(53,54) tell that in a medium without anisotropic stress
terms (v)(i) and the mutual interaction terms among com-
ponents J(i), the angular momentum of individual com-
ponent is conserved as
Angular Momentum  a3 ((i) + p(i) a v(v)(i)
= constant in time: (58)
The presence of anisotropic pressure can work as the sink
or the source of the rotational perturbation of the indi-
vidual fluid. Angular momentum conservation of the ro-
tational perturbation in Einstein gravity was noticed in
the original work by Lifshitz [6].
H. Gravitational wave
The gravitational wave equation in Einstein gravity
was derived originally in [6]. We can derive easily the
wave equation for the most general situation covered by



















which follows from G component of eq. (3) using eqs.
(14,18,19). The generalized nature of the gravity appears
in the F terms: one in the damping term and the other in
modulating the amplitude of the fluid source term. This
equation is valid for the general theory in eq. (1), and
the presence of arbitrary number of the minimally cou-
pled scalar elds does not formally aect the equation
for the cosmological gravitational wave. The presence
of kinetic components additionally introduces the corre-
sponding Boltzmann equations, and contributes to the
anisotropic pressure in the above equations, see xIII and
IV.
Equation (59) can be arranged in following form
v00t +
















Fc(t); zt  a
p
F ; (60)
where a prime denotes the time derivative based on .
In the large-scale limit, thus ignoring the k2 term in eq.
(60), and assumingK = 0 and (t) = 0, we have a general
integral form solution [13]




where c(k) and d(k) are integration constants for rela-
tively growing and decaying solutions, respectively. This
solution is valid considering the general time evolution
of the background dynamics as long as the perturbation
is in the superhorizon. The growing solution is simply
conserved in the superhorizon scale and the generalized
nature of the gravity does not aect the conserved nature
of the growing solution. Only in the decaying solution the
generalized gravity nature appears explicitly.
III. KINETIC THEORY FORMULATION
A. Relativistic Boltzmann equation
The evolutions of collisionless particles and the photon
are described by specifying distribution functions which
are governed by the corresponding Boltzmann equations.



















= C[f ]; (62)
where f(xa; pb) is a distribution function with the phase
space variables xa and pa  dxa=d, and C[f ] is the col-
lision term. The energy-momentum tensor of the kinetic











Equations (3,4,5) together with eqs. (62,64), including
T(c)ab in the individual fluid energy-momentum tensor,
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provide a complete set of equations considering the con-
tribution of a component based on the distribution func-
tion (we call it a kinetic component). The corresponding
fluid quantities can be identied using eq. (6). In the
case of multiple kinetic components, we have eqs. (62,64)
now valid for the individual kinetic component. The cor-
responding fluid quantities of the individual component
can be identied using eqs. (6,7).
B. Boltzmann equation in perturbed FLRW
Under the perturbed FLRW metric in eq. (9), using
pa as the phase space variable, eq. (62) becomes













































= C[f ]: (65)
In handling the Boltzmann equation and the energy-
momentum tensor in perturbed FLRW spacetime, it is
convenient to introduce a special phase space variables
based on a tetrad frame. In literature we nd several dif-
ferent choices for the phase space variables [22{24]. As











q2 +m2a2B − qγC

; (66)
where γ is based on g(3) with γ
γ = 1. The advantage
of this choice in our gauge-ready approach will become
clear below eq. (73). Using (q; γ) as the phase space


























(1 +A)C[f ]: (67)
We decompose the distribution function into the back-
ground and the perturbed order as
f(; x; q; γ) = f(; q) + f(; x; q; γ): (68)
Assuming that the collision term has no role to the back-
ground order, in which the Thomson scattering is the
case, we have
f 0 = 0: (69)
Thus, f is a function of q only. The energy-momentum
















































Under the gauge transformation ~xa = xa + a, consid-
ering pa  dxa=d, we have ~pa = pa + a;bpb. Using the
denition of q in eq. (66), and using eq. (30) we have







Since f depends only on q, we have  ~f = f−(@ f=@q)(~q−
q), thus













Notice that with our phase space variables in eq. (66)
the perturbed distribution function f is spatially gauge-
invariant. Thus, our choice of the phase space variables is
particularly convenient for the gauge-ready formulation
where, as a strategy for later convenient use, we do not
x the temporal gauge condition while xing the spa-
tial gauge condition without losing any advantage; our
f is spatially gauge invariant. We can show that the
gauge transformation property of f is consistent with
the gauge transformation properties of the fluid quanti-
ties identied in eq. (71).
C. Background equations
Equations (22-27) describe the evolution of the FLRW
world model. The sum over fluid quantities in eq. (19)
should include the kinetic components. To the back-













where (q; ) 
p
q2 +m2a2; hereafter, the mass m ap-










We can show that eq. (26) applies to the kinetic com-
ponents as well with (i) = (c) both for the massless and
massive particles. This identication gives
Q(c) = 0: (76)
In the case we have the matter (m), radiation (r), and
massive neutrino (m), it is convenient to introduce
Ωm  m
c





; ΩK  − K
a2H2
;




The matter includes the baryon and the cold dark matter
(CDM) with Ωm = Ωb + ΩC , and the radiation includes
photons and the massless collisionless particles like mass-









p(l) = pγ + p + pm + p; (78)
where we have recovered the cosmological constant using
the prescription below eq. (27).
The distribution function of the fermi/bose ( sign)





e=(kBaT )  1 ; (79)
where gs is the number of spin degrees of freedom, and
hP and kB are the Planck and the Boltzmann constants.
If the decoupling of the massive particle occurs while it is
relativistic, thus for neutrino mass much less than 1MeV,
 can be approximated as q, and afterward the distribu-
tion function is well approximated by Fermi-Dirac distri-
bution with zero rest mass.
Since Q(i) = 0, from eq. (26) we have m  b +
C / a−3 and r  γ +  / a−4. For the photon and




γ ; p =
1
3














where N is the number of massless neutrino species. For




















where the subindex 0 indicates any chosen epoch.
Equations (22-26) together with eqs. (76,78) describe
the background evolution in the context of generalized
gravity theories. The generalization to include multi-
component massive collisionless components is trivial: we
simply consider the fluid quantities in eq. (81) for each
component.
D. Massless particle
For a massless particle, m = 0, it is convenient to
introduce a frequency integrated perturbed intensity
I(xa; γ^)  4(xa; γ^) 
R
fq3dqR fq3dq : (82)
For photons, unless we have an energy injection process
into the CMBR, the spectral distorsion vanishes to the





eq=(kBa0T0) − 1 : (83)
We can expand the temperature fluctuation   T0=T0
in the following form as well
(xa; q; γ^)  f−q @f@q
: (84)


















































Using the spatial and momentum harmonic function
introduced in [25], we expand

















Y m‘ (k; γ^)e
i(k;x); (88)
where ‘  jmj, and m = 0; 1; 2 correspond to the
scalar-, vector-, and tensor-type perturbations, respec-




(‘) = (−i)‘P‘(k^  γ^)ei(k;x); (89)
where (k;x) is a spatially dependent phase factor which
depends on the harmonic functions, see eq. (93); in the
flat background we have ei(k;x) = eikx. As the normal-
ization we haveZ G(m)(‘) G(m′)(‘′)  dΩp4 = 12‘+ 1‘‘′mm′ : (90)


































The harmonic functions are introduced such that we
have (0), (1), and (2) superscripts instead of (s), (v),
and (t) indices introduced in eq. (13). In terms of the
spatial harmonic functions we identify
G
(m)
(jmj)  γ1 : : : γ|m|Y (m)1:::|m| : (93)
Then, from eqs. (91,13) we can show:
G
(0)




























(2)  γγY (2) : (94)
Now, from eqs. (85) using the expansion in eqs. (87,88)

















+M (m)(‘) + C
(m)
(‘) ; (95)
where M (m)(‘) and C
(m)
(‘) are the metric perturbation and
the collision term, respectively. The collision terms for
the Thomson scattering in photon distribution function
together with polarizations will be considered in xIVA.
The metric perturbations in eq. (85) can be calculated



















where the rows indicate m = 0;1;2, and the columns
indicate l = 0; 1; 2, respectively. Using eq. (87) the per-




= 4(0)(0); p(c) =
1
3





































where we used eqs. (17,18,94).
Under the gauge transformation, from eq. (73) we have





By expanding t =
P
k 










and other (m)(‘) are gauge-invariant. These are consistent
with the identications in eq. (97) and the gauge trans-
formation properties in eqs. (30,35). Thus, the temporal
gauge conditions xing (0)(0) and 
(0)
(1) can be considered
as belonging to eq. (36).
E. Massive collisionless particle
For massive collisionless particles the perturbed Boltz-

























In the massive case we can expand directly the perturbed
distribution function. Instead of f we use the following
variable








^(m)(‘) (k; ; q)G
(m)
(‘) (k;x; γ^): (101)









































where ‘  jmj. The rows and columns of M^ (m)(‘) indicate
m = 0;1;2, and l = 0; 1; 2, respectively. In the mass-
less limit M^ (m)(‘) reduces to M
(m)
(‘) in eq. (96). From eqs.





















































































where we used eqs. (17,18,94). In the massless limit,
assuming ^(m)(‘) is independent of q, the fluid quantities
in eqs. (74,104) reduce to the ones in the massless case
eqs. (75,97) with ^(m)(‘) = 
(m)
(‘) .
Under the gauge transformation, using eq. (73) we
have
























and other ^(m)(‘) are gauge-invariant. These are consistent
with the identications in eq. (104) and the gauge trans-
formation properties in eqs. (30,35). Thus, the temporal
gauge conditions xing ^(0)(0) and ^
(0)
(1) can be considered
as belonging to eq. (36).
Thus, we have complete sets of perturbation equations
for three-types of perturbations including a single com-
ponent massive collisionless particle. The eq. (102) to-
gether with the gravitational eld equations in eqs. (38-
47,53-55,59), and the fluid quantities for the massive par-
ticle in eq. (104) provide the complete sets. In the case of
multi-component massive collisionless particles we simply
consider eqs. (102,104) for each component of massive
collisionless particle. The equations for the scalar-type
perturbation are designed in a gauge-ready form. The
collective (or the sum over individual) fluid quantities
in eqs. (39-42,44,54,59) include the kinetic components,
whereas (i) in eqs. (46,47,55) does not include the kinetic
components. Using eqs. (104,76), however, we can show
that eq. (102) gives eqs. (46,47,55) with (i) = (c). This
identication gives




A. Thomson scattering and polarizations
Besides the photon distribution function for the tem-
perature (or total intensity) fluctuation f = f, we have
three other photon distribution functions describing the
state of polarization, fQ, fU , and fV . , Q, U , and
V form the four Stokes parameters. We will ignore the
fourth Stokes parameter V describing a circular polar-
ization because it cannot be generated through Thom-
son scattering in standard FLRW cosmological models.
While the temperature behaves as a scalar quantity Q
and U do not. It is known that the combinations Q iU
behave as the spin 2 quantities [26]. Thus, while 
can be expanded in ordinary spherical harmonic Ylm,
Q  iU should be expanded in the spin-weighted har-
monics 2Ylm [27,28].
Following the convention in [25] we expand  and
Q iU in terms of the spin-weighted spatial-momentum
harmonic functions:





















(‘) (k; ) iB(m)(‘) (k; )
i








Y m‘ (k; γ^)e
i(k;x);
(109)





































k2 + (1 + jmj)K; (111)
thus, compared with eq. (92) we have n0m‘ = km‘ . In
the hyperbolic (negative curvature) background we have
the supercurvature (0  k < 1) and subcurvature (k > 1)
scales for the scalar-type perturbation; by considering
n  0 we exclude the supercurvature scale, [29]. It is
convenient to have −sY m‘ = (−1)‘sY m‘ , and other useful
relations can be found in [30,25].











~Tjγ = ~M [~T ] + ~C[~T ]; (113)


























The collision and the polarization terms are not aected
by the perturbed metric, thus ~M [Q iU ] = 0.
The collision term is derived using the total angular
momentum method in eqs. (25,26) of [25]

















P(m)(Ω;Ω0)  ~T (Ω0)dΩ0; (116)
where v(b) is the baryon’s perturbed velocity variable,
and P(m) is given in eq. (52) of [30]; _  nexeT where
ne is the electron density, xe is the ionization fraction,
and T is the Thomson cross section. The time evolu-
tion of nexe is determined by the recombination history.
Using P(m) in [30] the collision term becomes
C
(m)










0 0 P (2)
1
CA ; (117)



























From eqs. (113,108), using the recursion relation in eq.























































(‘) − _B(m)(‘) : (121)





(‘) satisfy identical equations for both
signs. Equations for (m)(‘) follow from eqs. (95,96,117).
Polarization properties of the CMBR in perturbed FLRW
world model have been studied in [28,31,32,26].
Now we have complete sets of equations for three-types
of perturbations including Thomson scattered photons
with polarizations. Equations (95,96,117) for the inten-
sity (temperature) and eqs. (120,121) for the photon
polarization together with the gravitational eld equa-
tions in eqs. (38-47,53-55,59), and the fluid quantities
for the massless particle in eq. (97) provide the complete
sets. For a massless collisionless particle eq. (95) re-
mains valid with vanishing collision terms and the polar-
izations. The generalization to include multi-component
massless collisionless particles is trivial: we simply con-
sider eqs. (95,97) for each component of massless colli-
sionless particle. We can also include additional multi-
component massive collisionless particles by considering
eqs. (102,104) for each component of massive collision-
less particle. The equations are designed in a gauge-ready
form. Useful truncation schemes for photons and mass-
less/massive neutrinos are suggested in [33].
The collective (or sum over individual) fluid quantities
in eqs. (39-42,44,54,59) include the kinetic components.
Using eqs. (97,76), however, we can show that eq. (95)
gives eqs. (46,47,55) with (i) = (c). This identication
implies
























Due to Thomson scattering there exists an interaction
between photons and baryons. From eq. (21) we haveP









(γ) = 0. Thus
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For the baryon (b) we have p(b) = 0 = p(b), thus
w(b) = 0. However, we keep the sound speed of the























+ c2(b)(b) − J (0)(b) =(b)

: (126)
For the cold dark matter (C) we additionally haveQ(C) =
0 = Q(C) and J
(0)
(C) = 0, thus eqs. (46,47) become:
_(C) = −k
a





B. Tight coupling era
In the early universe, the Thomson scattering term is
large enough and the baryons and the photons are tightly
coupled. For large value of _ ( t−1c  −1c ) compared
with H( t−1H  −1H ) and k=a( 2−1), it is dicult
to handle eqs. (95,126) numerically; the polarizations are
negligible in that stage. In such a case, it is convenient
to arrange the equations in the following way [33]. From
eq. (126) and the ‘ = 1 component of eq. (95) we have



























where we introduced R  43(γ)=(b). From the ‘ = 2
































where c  _=H . Thus, (0)(2) is already of the −1c -





(‘) . From eq. (95) and eq. (129), using eq. (130),
to the rst order in −1c expansion, we can derive


















where we assumed the radiation era with a / t1=2, which
applies for Einstein gravity with negligible K and  con-
tributions in that era. Thus, _c = −Hc, _R = −HR,
and we used _c2(b) = −Hc2(b) which follows from eq. (124)
assuming Tb = Tγ . Equation (129) can be arranged as
an equation for the photon fluid’s velocity as
_v(γ) = − 1
R























Thus, in the tight coupling era, instead of eqs. (95,126),
we can use the ‘ = 0 component of eq. (95) and eqs.
(129-132).
To the zeroth order in the −1c , and ignoring c
2
(b) term,
from eqs. (129-132) we have:





































Equation (125) and the ‘ = 0 component of eq. (95) give
_(b) = −k
a







v(γ) − 3H+ 

; (136)









As the criteria for the tight coupling era we can use [34]
z > ztc = 2000; −1c < 0:01; 
−1
c kc < 0:01; (138)
where kc  k=(aH). If any one of the three conditions




The dierent gauge conditions available in the scalar-
type perturbation provide a useful check of the numeri-
cal accuracy. The gauge-ready formulation is especially
suitable for handling the case. When we solve the scalar-
type perturbation equations we have a right to choose a
temporal gauge condition. Any one of the fundamen-
tal gauge conditions in eqs. (33,36) would be a ne
gauge condition; except for the synchronous gauge con-
dition any one of the other gauge conditions completely
xes the temporal gauge and the remaining variables are
equivalent to the gauge-invariant ones. If we have the
solution of a variable in a given gauge we can derive so-
lutions of the rest of variables in the same gauge, and
from these we can derive all the solutions in other gauge
conditions. For such translations the set of equations
in the gauge-ready form is convenient. Meanwhile, in
the numerical study, if we solve a given problem in two
dierent gauge conditions independently, by comparing
the value of any gauge-invariant variable evaluated in
the two gauge conditions we can check the numerical
accuracy. In the following, as an example, we consider
Einstein gravity limit without elds but with arbitrary
numbers of fluids and kinetic components; including the
elds will aect the gravity sector only. We consider
the zero-shear gauge, the uniform-curvature gauge and
the uniform-expansion gauge. Previously only the syn-
chronous gauge, the zero-shear gauge, and a comoving
gauge were used for the scalar-type perturbation in the
literature. Our gauge conditions x the perturbed metric
variables. Under these gauge conditions we will see that
the dierential equations can be set up only using the
variables representing the fluids and kinetic components:
eqs. (102,95,120,121, 46,47) provide a set of dierential
equations to be solved. The remaining metric variables
can be expressed in terms of the fluids and kinetic quanti-
ties. The metric variables , ’, H, and =H are dimen-
sionless. Using eqs. (38-42) we can express the metric
variables in terms of the fluid quantities in these gauge
conditions.
In order to check the numerical accuracy we can eval-
uate any gauge-invariant variable in two dierent gauge
conditions; if the integration has good numerical accu-
racy the gauge-invariant combination evaluated in all
gauge conditions should give the same value. In order
to have the same solution we need to start from the
same initial condition. Thus, we need to have relations
of variables among dierent gauge conditions. The set
of equations in a gauge-ready form is convenient for this
purpose. In the following we consider relations between
the zero-shear gauge and the uniform-curvature gauge as
an example. Using the gauge transformation properties
in eqs. (30,31,35,99,106) we can construct the following
relations
(i)’  (i) + 3(1 + w(i))’ = (i) + 3(1 + w(i))’;













and (0)(‘)’ = 
(0)
(‘) for ‘  2; and similarly for ^(0)(‘) . ’













Using eqs. (139,140) we can translate the solutions (in-
cluding the initial conditions) in the zero-shear gauge into
the ones in the uniform-curvature gauge, and vice versa.
Each of the three gauge conditions considered above
xes the metric variables as the gauge condition, and
uses the fluid, eld and the kinetic variables as the un-
known variables to be solved. In such cases we can make
the numerical code which allows to choose one of the
gauge condition as an option. In the numerical study
we found the uniform-expansion gauge works better than
the other gauge conditions. It is known that the zero-
shear gauge has numerical diculty in setting up the
initial condition at early universe [33]. The uniform-
expansion gauge and the uniform-curvature gauge show
no such a diculty encountered in the zero-shear gauge.
We found, however, the uniform-expansion gauge is more
stable in handling the numerical integtation than the
uniform-curvature gauge such that the code based on
the uniform-expansion gauge can achieve the same accu-
racy about 10times faster compared with the latter one.
Thus, we can use the uniform-curvature gauge in order to
check the numerical accuracy of the main code based on
the uniform-expansion gauge. In the literature, the syn-
chronous gauge is the most widely adopted gauge condi-
tion. Since the synchronous gauge does not x the gauge
condition completely we prefer to choose other gauge
conditions. We can choose any of the gauge conditions
mentioned in eqs. (33,36,99,106) as well. The comoving
gauge condition closely resembles the synchronous gauge
in the matter dominated era; however, see the various
possible combinations of the comoving gauge conditions
in eqs. (36) available in the multi-component situation;
for example, [35] adopted a comoving gauge condition
which xes the velocity variable based on the cold dark
matter, thus v(CDM)=k  0. We may emphasize that our
equations in the gauge-ready form are ready to be imple-
mented using any of these available gauge conditions.
We have implemented our gauge-ready formulation
into the numerical code. The code includes the baryon,
CDM, photon, massless and massive neutrino species, the
spatial curvature, and the cosmological constant. We in-
cluded photon polarizations. We solved separately the
gravitational wave with the accompanying tensor-type
photon intensity and polarizations, massless and mas-
sive neutrino species. The set of dierential equations is
solved directly. For the recombination process we adopt
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the RECFAST code by [36] which is recently available
in public. The code is complete in the context of Ein-
stein gravity. We made no artical truncations for multi-
poles of kinetic components in the photon intensity and
polarization, and massless/massive neutrinos. Since the
higher ‘ multipoles are generated from the lower multi-
poles, we monitered the values of highest multipoles of all
the kinetic components and increased the allowed multi-
poles automatically [37]. In this manner we included the
quantities with higher multipole as long as the values are
larger than certain minimum threshold value. We made
the code so that we can choose the gauge condition out
of the three dierent gauge conditions mentioned above
as an option. The inclusion of the scalar elds and gener-
alized gravity is a trivial generalization aecting only the
gravity sector, and will be considered in future occasions.










where H0  100hkm=sec Mpc. Thus, k=a0 = 1Mpc−1
corresponds to 0 = 2a0=k = 2Mpc, and kc0 =
2998=h. In Einstein’s gravity from eq. (22) we have
K=(aH)2 = Ω− 1. Thus, in the non-flat case we have
a0 =
2998Mpcpj1− Ω0jh: (142)
In the hyperbolic model, the curvature scale corresponds
to k2 = −K = 1 and the subcurvature scales (k2 > 1)
correspond to k=a0 >
p
1− Ω0h=(2998Mpc). In the
spherical model, the wavenumber n introduced in eq.
(111) takes integers n = 3; 4; 5; : : : (n = 1; 2 corresponds
to pure gauge modes [6]).
In the following we present several results from our
numerical study. In the numerical integration of the dif-
ferential equations we adopt the Runge Kutta method.
The integrations are made in the equal interval of ln a. In
Figures 1 (a,b) we showed the evolution of (i)v(i) which
is the density perturbation of (i)-component in the cor-
responding comoving gauge condition based on the com-
ponent







which follows from eqs. (35,26); w(i)  p(i)=(i) and we
ignored Q(i). The component (i) includes: the baryon
(b), photon (γ), CDM (C), massless neutrino (), and
massive neutrino (m). As the initial conditions, we
used the large scale adiabatic growing solutions. In




4(m). The corresponding initial conditions in
the uniform-curvature gauge are obtained by using the
gauge transformations in eqs. (139,140). In the early ra-
diation dominated era we used the tight coupling approx-
imation for the baryon and the photon in xIVB with the
criteria in eq. (138). The small scale considered in Fig-
ure 1 (a) crosses the horizon in the radiation dominated
era. After the perturbation comes inside the horizon, the
baryon, photon, and massless neutrino show oscillations,
and after the recombination near log a  −3 the baryon
decouples from the photon and catches up the evolution
of the cold dark matter. The behavior of massive neu-
trino is also shown. The large scale perturbation in Fig-
ure 1 (b) crosses the horizon in the matter dominated era
and the oscillations do not appear.
In Figures 1 (a,b) we presented the behavior of ’v
as well. ’v was rst introduced by Lukash in 1980
[11], and is known to be the best conserved quantity
in the single component situation: it is conserved inde-
pendently of changing gravity theories or eld potential
in the super-horizon scale [16,17], and independently of
changing equation of state in the super-sound-horizon
scale [15]. It shows nearly conserved behavior while in
the super-horizon scale and in the matter dominated era
after the recombination; however its amplitude changes
near horizon crossing, and is aected by the recombina-
tion process if the scale is inside horizon. We showed
detailed behaviors of ’v and ’v(i) in Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2 shows behaviors of ’ in various comoving gauge
conditions based on xing v or v(i) for two chosen scales.
In Figure 2 we found that ’v is better in presenting the
conserved behavior. We showed the evolution of ’v for
several dierent scales in Figure 3.
In Figures 4 (a,b) we presented the evolution of
(m)v(m) which is the density perturbation of the mas-
sive neutrino in the comoving gauge based on the massive
neutrino. We compared the evolutions in which the pho-
ton was treated based on both the Boltzmann equation
and the fluid approximation. In Figure 4 (a) we consid-
ered a model dominated by the massive neutrino, and
the result based on treating the photon as fluid can be
compared with [24]. The case with substantial amount of
the cold dark matter is presented in Figure 4 (b). In the
massive neutrino the fluid quantities include the integral
of the distribution function over the momentum variable,
q in eq. (104): in our numerical work we considered 100
u’s from umin = 10−3 to umax = 102.
As the wavenumber k increases, i.e., as we consider the
smaller scale, we need to solve the larger number of the
dierential equations. As examples, for k = 0:001 and
0:1Mpc−1 considered in Figures 1 (a,b) we included ‘ up
to around 600 and 5000, respectively. We increased ‘
automatically by monitoring the value of individual ki-
netic component (including the polarizations) of the cor-
responding order.
Aspects of the roles of massless neutrino in the evolu-
tion of cosmic structures were studied in [38]. The roles
of massive collisionless particles (massive neutrino is the
prime example) as the hot dark matter in the context of
structure evolution have been investigated in the liter-
ature [23,24,32,39,33,34,37]. The gravitational instabil-
ity using the particle distribution function was originally
studied by Gilbert in 1965 in the Newtonian context [40].
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D. CMBR anisotropy
The anisotropies of the temperature can be derived by
expanding the observed temperature in the sky into a
spherical harmonic function as






The polarization anisotropies can be expanded in terms
of the spin-weighted harmonic functions as
































where X and Y can be any one of , E and B. In
the flat and hyperbolic background (K  0) we have
n  0, see below eq. (111). In the background with
positive curvature, we have discrete n with n = 3; 4; : : :;
see below eq. (142). In such a case the integration should
be changed to a sum over n with n = 3; 4; : : :. Due to the
parity, we have CB‘ = 0 = C
EB
‘ . If the distributions
are Gaussian, all statistical informations are contained
in the three angular power spectra and one correlation








Both the scalar-type and gravitational wave contribute to





only the gravitational wave contributes to CBB‘ .
In Figures 5 (a,b) and Figure 6 we presented the power
spectra of the scalar, and tensor-type perturbations. In
both the scalar- and tensor-type perturbation spectra,
for the integration over k in eq. (146), we took 500
k’s in the equal interval of log k from kmin = 10−4
to kmax = 1Mpc−1. The spectra are ltered using a
smoothing method.
Pioneering work concerning the CMBR anisotropy
based on relativistic gravity and Boltzmann equation
was made by Peebles and Yu in 1970 [5]. Early theo-
retical works can be found in [41]. Signicant progress
has been made in the theoretical side of the CMBR
anisotropy immediately following the rst detection of
the quadrupole and higher-order multipole anisotropies
by the COBE-DMR and subsequent ground based ex-
periments [42,25,30]. Authors of [43] have developed
a CMBFAST code which calculates the CMBR angu-
lar power spectra in an ecient way using the line of
sight integration of the Boltzmann’s equation. CMB-
FAST is based on the synchronous gauge and is appli-
cable to Einstein gravity. Authors of [35] have modi-
ed the code adopting a comoving gauge condition based
on the velocity variable of the cold dark matter. For
the scalar-type perturbation, our code is based on the
uniform-expansion gauge which takes few-tens minutes;
the uniform-curvature gauge which takes several hours
for a run is used to check the numerical accuracy.
The power spectra in eq. (147) are known to be sen-
sitive to various combinations of the background world
models (these include the Hubble constant, spatial cur-
vature, cosmological constant, and density parameters of
baryon, CDM, massless and massive neutrinos), the ini-
tial amplitudes and spectra of both the primordial den-
sity and gravitational wave, and the possible reionization
history, etc. Thus, in return, the observational progress
in determining the power spectra can give strong con-
straints on the above mentioned parameters with higher
precisions.
There has been a signicant improvement of the
CMBR power spectrum measurements in the past
decade, and further improvements are expected from the
ground based, balloon, and flight experiments, and par-
ticularly from the planned MAP and Planck Surveyor
satellite missions with a high-accuracy and small angu-
lar resolution. The recent balloon observations of CMBR
by Boomerang and Maxima-1 experiments have already
provided a strong constraint on the global curvature of
our observed patch of the universe: the location of rst
peak in Figures 5 (a,b) corresponds, in models with Ω0
near 1, to ‘peak ’ 200=
p
Ω0 whereas the Boomerang ex-
periment shows ‘peak = 197  6, thus supporting a flat
universe [1].
V. DISCUSSIONS
Compared with the previous works we have made some
notable advances in the formulation: The formulation
is made for the general form of the Lagrangian in eq.
(1) which is more general compared with previous works.
The kinetic theory treatments in xIII and IV are pre-
sented in a gauge-ready form for the scalar-type pertur-
bation. And, the kinetic theory formulation is made in
the full context of the generalized gravity theory covered
by the Lagrangian in eq. (1).
For the scalar-type structure all the equations are ar-
ranged in a gauge-ready form which enables the optimal
use of various gauge conditions depending on the prob-
lem. Usually we do not know the most suitable gauge
condition a priori. In order to take the advantage of
gauge choice in the most optimal way it is desirable to
use the gauge-ready form equations presented in this pa-
per. Our set of equations is arranged so that we can eas-
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ily impose various fundamental gauge conditions in eqs.
(33,36), and their suitable combinations as well. Our no-
tation for gauge-invariant combinations proposed in eq.
(34) is practically convenient for connecting solutions in
dierent gauge conditions.
In handling the Boltzmann equations numerically, we
found the uniform-expansion gauge and the uniform-
curvature gauge can handle the numerical integration
successfully; the advantage of these gauge conditions
compared with the other ones used in the literature are
discussed in xIVC. In particular, we would like to empha-
size the potential importance of the uniform-expansion
gauge in numerically handling the CMBR temperature
and polarization anisotropies eciently; we note that al-
though fluid variables in the uniform-expansion gauge
change their behaviors during the horizon crossing, they
show Newtonian behaviors while in the super-horizon and
in the sub-horizon scale, see [44]. Additionally, by com-
paring solutions solved separately in dierent gauge con-
ditions we can naturally check the numerical accuracy.
We also would like to point out that as we have the new
gauge conditions which work better for the CMBR power
spectra calculation it may deserve examining the physics
of CMBR temperature and polarization anisotropies in
the persepective of these new gauge conditions and others
which might still deserve closer look. Our set of equations
in a gauge-ready form is particularly suitable for such in-
vestigations where we can easily switch our perspective
based on one gauge condition to the other.
In this paper one can nd the general cosmological per-
turbation equations which are ready for use in diverse
FLRW world models based on the gravity theories in eq.
(1). More attention will be paid on the generalized ver-
sions of gravity theories especially in the context of early
universe in future. In such a context, the formulation and
diverse applications made in this paper would turn out
to be useful for studying the structure formation aspects
of the future cosmological models.
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The conformal transformation properties of the gravity
theories included in eq. (1) into Einstein gravity have
been widely studied in the literature [45]. Under the
conformal transformation of the spacetime metric, g^ab =
Ω2gab, and the eld redenition, Ω 
p






















(2V − f +RF ) ; (A2)
where we have ignored Lm term. Thus, in general, since
 =  (K ; R), we have an additional minimally coupled
scalar eld  . However, if  =  (K) which is the case














gIJ +  ;I ;J

: (A4)
Relations we need to derive the above results can be
found in [46,47].
As a simpler situation we consider a case with g1‘ = 0








d2 + d 2

; (A5)















where we have a canonical form kinetic term of ^. Equa-
tion (A6) also follows directly from eq. (A3). Notice that
eqs. (A1,A3,A6) all belong to our original Lagrangian in
eq. (1).
The conformal transformation in the context of cos-
mological perturbation has been considered in [14,46,47].
We decompose the conformal factor Ω into the back-
ground and the perturbed part as
Ω(x; t)  Ω(t)
h























In x4.1 of [46] we have shown that the only changes under
the conformal transformation are the following
a^ = aΩ; dt^ = Ωdt; ^ = + Ω; ’^ = ’+ Ω: (A9)
Thus, in our multicomponent situation, assuming the
































[In [46,47] we considered the situation with a single eld
with g11 = !(). In the present case g11 and g‘m are
arbitrary algebraic functions of  and ‘.] From these
we can also show that
d; r2; k; ’; H_ ’; C
(t)
 ; (A11)
are invariant under the conformal transformation. Re-
lations among ^, , and F in the individual gravity are
summarized in Table 2 of [47]. The advantages of using
the conformal transformation in cosmological perturba-
tion as a mathematical trick to simplify the analyses are
presented in [46,47].
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FIG. 1. We present the evolutions of the adiabatic density
perturbations in the corresponding comoving gauges δ(i)v(i)
for several components. (i) includes the baryon (short dash),
CDM (dot-long dash), photon (long dash), massless neutrino
(dot), and massive neutrino (solid). The two gures are (a)
k = 0.1Mpc−1 and (b) k = 0.01Mpc−1. Also presented is the
ϕv (dot-short dash) where v is the collective fluid velocity.
The parameters are: Ωb0 = 2.0 × 10−2, ΩC = 5.4 × 10−1,
Ωγ = 9.9 × 10−5, Ω = 6.7 × 10−5, and Ωm = 4.4 × 10−1.
The absolute value of the vertical scale is arbitrary.





FIG. 2. We present the evolutions of ϕ in various comoving
gauge conditions based on xing the various velocity variables
of the components, i.e., ϕv(i) , and ϕv : the baryon ϕv(b) (short
dash), the CDM ϕv(C) (dot-long dash), the photon ϕv(γ) (long
dash), the massless neutrino ϕv() (dot), and the one based on
the collective velocity ϕv (dot-short dash). We consider two
dierent scales: k = 0.001 (above ones) and 0.1Mpc−1 (below
ones). For k = 0.001Mpc−1 , the baryon, CDM, and the col-
lective one are overlapped (top), and the photon and mass-
less neutrino are overlapped (bottom). In order to present
the behaviors in two scales in one frame, we change the ab-
solute scale of the amplitude arbitrarily. The parameters are:
Ωb0 = 2.0 × 10−2, ΩC = 9.8 × 10−1, Ωγ = 9.9 × 10−5, and
Ω = 6.7× 10−5.
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FIG. 3. The evolution of ϕv for dierent scales: k = 0.0001
(top), 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, and 0.3Mpc−1 (bottom). The cases
of k = 0.0001 and 0.001Mpc−1 are almost overlapped. The
parameters are the same as in Figure 2.










FIG. 4. We present the evolution of density perturbation
in the comoving gauge of the massive neutrino, δ(m)v(m) , for
dierent scales: k = 0.01 (top), 0.1, 0.2, and 0.25Mpc−1 (bot-
tom). The photon is calculated based on both the Boltzmann
equation (dot-long dash) and the fluid approximation (solid).
Figure (a) considers the massive neutrino dominated model
with a parameter Ωm = 9.8×10−1 . Figure (b) considers sub-
stantial amount of the CDM with parameters ΩC = 5.4×10−1
and Ωm = 4.4×10−1. In Figure (b) we show the evolution of
CDM δ(C)v(C) (dotted) as well. The parameters common in
both models (a,b) are: Ωb0 = 2.0×10−2 and Ωγ = 9.9×10−5 .












FIG. 5. We present the power spectra `(` + 1)C‘ of the
scalar-type perturbation: the temperature CΘΘ‘ (top), the
polarization CEE‘ , and the cross correlation C
ΘE
‘ (bottom).
We take the adiabatic initial condition. Figure (a) shows the
spectra in logarithmic scale, and (b) shows in real scale. We
normalize the spectra using `(` + 1)CΘΘ‘ = 1 for ` = 10.
The parameters are: Ωb0 = 2.0 × 10−2, ΩC = 5.4 × 10−1,
Ωγ = 9.9× 10−5, Ω = 6.7 × 10−5, and Ωm = 4.4× 10−1.








FIG. 6. We present the power spectra `(` + 1)C‘ of the
gravitational wave: the temperature CΘΘ‘ (top), the cross cor-





As the initial condition we take the solution with constant
amplitude. We normalize the spectra using `(` + 1)CΘΘ‘ = 1
for ` = 10. The parameters are the same as in Figure 5.
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